Spam is no longer just commercial unsolicited email messages that waste our time, it consumes network traffic and mail servers' storage. Furthermore, spam has become a major component of several attack vectors including attacks such as phishing, cross-site scripting, cross-site request forgery and malware infection. Statistics show that the amount of spam containing malicious contents increased compared to the one advertising legitimate products and services. In this paper, the issue of spam detection is investigated with the aim to develop an efficient method to identify spam email based on the analysis of the content of email messages. We identify a set of features that have a considerable number of malicious related features. Our goal is to study the effect of these features in helping the classical classifiers in identifying spam emails. To make the problem more challenging, we developed spam classification models based on imbalanced data where spam emails form the rare class with only 16.5% of the total emails. Different metrics were utilized in the evaluation of the developed models. Results show noticeable improvement of spam classification models when trained by dataset that includes malicious related features.
Introduction
In the context of the Internet and the World Wide Web, spam is a general term which is usually used to refer to unsolicited commercial communications most likely in a form of email messages [1] - [3] . While our study concerns with emails spam, other spam forms do exist including social network spam, blog spam, forum spam and search engine spam [4] . Spam email is used for advertising products and services typically related to adult entertainment, quick money and other attractive merchandises [5] . Most of the time, customers are unwilling to receive such form of communication as it is without customers' consent to receive its related ads or even to opt out of that. Among early spammers' activities, which can be dated back to the mid of 1990s, is the development of the first commercial spamware "Flood Gage" which gave the ability to collect emails from various sources and then to send thousands of emails per hour [2] . Stone-Gross, et al. have analyzed the underground economy of spam and estimated that in a single affiliate program, spammer revenue can exceed one million dollars per month [6] .
The large volume of spam traffic negatively affects networks bandwidth, email servers storage and processing power, user time and work productivity [7] . According to Kaspersky's security bulletin, during 2013 spam counted for ~70% of the total email traffic [8] . Notability, the bulletin showed that there was a shift toward criminalizing commercial spam. The amount of spam containing malicious contents increased compared to the one advertising legitimate products and services. Such situation adds another dimension to the adverse nature of spam email, which mainly touches on the privacy and security of individuals and organizations.
Accurate spam detection is considered a difficult task. According to [9] , this is partially due to several reasons including the subjective nature of spam, concept drift, language issues, processing overhead and message delay, and the irregular cost of filtering errors. Spam contents exhibit a high subjective nature; for instance, a message containing several drug names might be a spam, but it might not be the case if the message is exchanged in a context of medical organizations. Concept drift is another reason that affects filtering accuracy because spammers could generate contents in unpredictable patterns. For instance, the word offer can be written as O_F_F_E_R or 0ff3R. Additionally, detection methods rarely consider the different languages that might be used to compose email messages. Moreover, checking for spam adds extra processing time and delay to the delivery of email messages. Furthermore, the acceptance of classification errors varies from user to use which affect the usability of the various available solutions.
In this paper, we propose a framework to improve knowledge based spam detection methods. The issue of spam detection is investigated with the aim to develop an efficient method to identify spam email based on the analysis of the content of email messages. While considerable volume of spam email is in fact a malicious one, combining the features extracted from the malicious spam content with the typical spam features significantly decreases the error rates of the classical spam classifiers. To make the problem more challenging, we developed spam classification models based on imbalanced data where the spam class forms the rare class with only 16.5% of the total emails. Different metrics were utilized in the evaluation and comparison of the developed models. Results show noticeable improvement of spam classification models when trained by datasets that includes malicious related features. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we address the email spam issue in the literature. In Section 3, we present our proposed framework for spam detection and discuss the results in Section 5. We conclude our findings in Section 6 and provide a comprehensive list of the features employed by our framework in Appendix A.
Background

Spam Detection Methods
Apart from legislations, which act as a deterrence control, one possible way to detect and prevent spam is to apply a rule-based filter [10] [11] . Such filtering approach can be applied to the header of the message to check that the source address does not belong to a spammer domain. Additionally, it can be applied to the content of the message to check for the existence of text patterns and words that usually used by spammers. In order for this method to be affective, a rather large number of rules are needed. On the other hand, spammers could bypass a rule-based filter by forging the source of email and/or obfuscating the contents that might help the filter to classify incoming emails as spam [3] [11] .
Another common approach for spam detection is realized using learning-based filter. The basic idea of this approach is to train the filter in order to extract the knowledge that can be used to detect spam. Such training uses a large dataset containing spam emails along with legitimate ones, and then the filter can use the extracted knowledge to classify new emails. Most of the techniques under this filtering approach utilize Machines Learning algorithms such as Naive Bayes Classifier, Support Vector Machines and Artificial Neural Networks [1] .
Due to the dynamic nature of both content and structure of spam emails, it is argued that one of the serious problems with the common learning-based classifiers used for spam detection is the lack of incremental learning capability [7] . This means that the filter needs to be retrained with the updated dataset to accommodate changes in the new messages. The dramatically increase in the email spam and the adaptive nature of spam generator call for investigating a more efficient and adaptive approach for spam detection [12] . Such approaches should be designed to allow dynamic addition or removal of feature without re-building the entire filter [1] .
Spam Features
Spam detection is based on the assumption that its content differs from that of a legitimate email in ways that can be quantified. Caruana & Li argued that spam emails have a number of similar characteristics in terms of structure, content and diffusion approaches [13] . A content of a typical spam email, which advertises attractive products and services can be characterized by several statically features such as particular words frequency, special characters frequency, digits and/or alphabet frequency. For instance, Symantec security survey reported that emails containing sexual and dating related contents represented 55% of all spam traffic in 2012 [14] . In a study conducted in [15] , 100 emails have been analyzed and spammer typical words (e.g. winner, dollar, award, cash prize, top job opportunities, earn more, beneficiary, good news, claim, high salary and payment) were extracted and ranked. Such words attract users and increase the chance that spam will be opened. Luckner, Gad, & Sobkowiak suggested that spam might contain "weird combinations" which mean the existence obfuscated words represented by a string of lower case letters with some upper-case letters or digits among elements of the string such as Credit4U, v1agra and StaffForFree [16] . Lee et al. has applied parameters optimization and feature selection on 57 features used in the Spambase dataset [17] . Their study showed that using only 19 features it was possibly to classify spam email with a 95.0011 detection rate. Table 1 shows the top 10 features used in their study. Alazab & Broadhurst emphasized the role of spam emails with malicious attachments and URLs as a source of malware infection. They studied three real world datasets containing over 13 million spam emails collected in 2012 by the Australian Internet Security Initiative (AISI) where spam emails were harvested from several sources that utilize different techniques to detect spam emails mainly user labeling, machine learning, spamtraps, and commercial spam filters. The three datasets come from the spam reporting add-on "HabuL", which is used by a popular email client (Thunderbird), a global system of honeypots and spam-traps and the spam filter from an Australian ISP. Attachments and URLs were submitted to VirusTotal to identify spam emails with malicious content. Interestingly, 21.4% and 22.3% had at least one attachment and URL with malicious content. Their results showed that 90% of the malicious files were in fact compressed (.zip) files and that multiple obfuscation technique were deployed in order to disguise the true file extension such as the using of double extension, long file name, fake icons and the Right-to-Left Override (RLO) special Unicode character (U + 202E). Moreover, both URL shortening services and daisy chained shortened links were used to conceal the true destination of malicious URLs and avoid detection [18] . The obfuscation techniques identified in their study can serve as features to detect spam emails with malicious contents.
Malicious Spam Features
Tran, Alazab, & Broadhurst have applied several vandalism detection features in spam detection to identify spam emails with malicious contents in addition to defining a new set of features. A combination of 58 features were classified into five main categories relevant to where in the email the feature resides, which are header features, subject features, payload (body) features, attachments and URLs features, where the latter two features classifications are used independently from each other [19] . A random forest classifier was used in order to rank the features across both the "HabuL" and spam-traps (Botnet) datasets used in [18] based on their entropy. Tables 2(a)-(d) presents the top 5 features based on the spam emails from the month of November.
Le Blond et al. studied targeted social engineering attacks that employ emails with malicious attachments using a data set consists of 1493 emails with 1176 malicious attachments collected over a four-year period (2009-2013) by two members of the World Uyghur Congress (a Chinese human-rights non-governmental organization). Their results indicate that the language, topic, and timing of the emails were highly tailored to the recipients. They also showed that the attackers have masqueraded the sender address with several techniques such as email address spoofing and using email addresses familiar to the receiver but with minor hard-to-notice differences, which accounted for 30% and 41% of the emails respectively. The malicious attachments were analyzed through Virus Total and dynamic taint analysis [20] . Amin defined 65 different features to detect targeted emails with malicious contents. These features are categorized into two broad categories; persistent threat and recipient oriented features. Persistent threat features are tightly coupled with the attacker's environment such as IP address, time zone, character encoding, and tools. On the other hand, recipient oriented features are related to the spam victim; such as his/her role in an organization, the relationship between a person and another entity, and the level of access he/she has [21] .
A Spam Detection Framework
Our work to improve spam detection methods is based on the assumption that a considerable volume of spam emails is in fact a malicious one. Combining the features extracted from the malicious spam content with the typical spam features could significantly decrease the error rates of the classical spam classifiers. Based on the analysis presented in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 we were able to specify a set of features that we have used to develop a rich model to characterize spam emails taken into account the features of malicious contents, which could better improve the detection of spam emails. As shown in Table 3 , 90 features were used in this study. Appendix A lists a complete description of the proposed features. 60 out of the 90 features are identified as malicious related features based on the literature review of the domain.
In order to study the effectiveness of these features in building accurate spam prediction models, we propose the framework shown in Figure 1 . First, we developed a Java software to extract the aforementioned features from the header, attachment and body parts of each email. Spam Assassin public mail corpus served as our data set, which consists of (5051) ham emails and (1000) spam emails [22] . Based on the extracted features, we develop four different spam detection models using classical data mining classification techniques. These techniques include the following four classification algorithms:  The C4.5 algorithm which is one of the most famous classification algorithms used for generating decision trees. C4.5 is based on the concept of information entropy.  The Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network (MLP), which is a mathematical model and a type of feed forward neural network. The basic component of the MLP is "neuron" which is a simple processing element. Neurons are arranged in layers and each layer is fully connected with the next one by means of weights. MLP is trained by updating these weights until a predetermined level of error is reached. In this work we used the back propagation algorithm for training the MLP.  Naïve Bayes classifier is a simple probabilistic classifier based on applying Bayesian theorem with independence assumptions between the features. The main advantage of this classifier is its scalability and that it could perform well with large datasets.  Random forest algorithm which is a powerful ensemble algorithm and mainly depends on decision tree classifiers. Random forest generates and combines a predetermined number of decision trees at training time where each tree depends on the values of a random vector sampled independently. A Random forest classifier gives a classification output by taking the majority vote of its decision trees. Finally, the developed models were evaluated using different evaluation ratios which will e discuss the following section.
Experiments and Results
Experiments Setup
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the malicious related features in helping the classification algorithms in detecting the spam emails, we developed and tested standard classification algorithms based on two groups of features. First, we used all the features described in Section 3, which included the malicious related features, while the second group contains all features except malicious related features. In our experiments, we use C4.5 decision tree classifier, Multilayer Perceptron Neural Networks (MLP), Naïve Bayes classifier and Random Forests. For Random Forests, number of trees is set empirically to 10, while the parameters of the MLP are tuned as shown in Table 4 . Finally in order to obtain reliable results, we apply 5 folds cross validation for training and testing.
Evaluation Measurements
The developed spam classification models in this work are evaluated by referring to the confusion matrix shown in Table 5 . The confusion matrix shows the four possible results which are: The email is Ham and the classifier predicted it correctly so it is True Ham (TH); The email is spam and the classifier predicted it correctly so it is True Spam (TS) and the other two wrong possibilities which are the email is Ham and the classifier predicted it wrongly so it is False Spam (FS) and finally the email is Spam and the classifier predicted it as Ham so it is False Ham (FH). Based on this confusion matrix we calculate Accuracy rate, Precision and Recall as shown in Equations (1)- (3) respectively. Accuracy measures the rate of correctly classified instances of both classes: spam and ham. Since our data set has imbalance data distribution, where the number of spam emails is much smaller than the number of ham emails, Precision and Recall rates are calculated for the spam class. This provides more consideration to the spam class, which forms the rare class in our case.
Results and Discussion
The results for evaluating the four classifiers, i.e. C4.5, MLP, Naïve Bayer and Random Forest, are shown in Figures 2(a)-(d) respectively. In each figure, we show the values of the accuracy, precision and recall for both 
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sets of features (with and without malicious related features). Notable our proposed work to add the malicious related features to the training data has improved the accuracy rate for all classifiers. While on the other hand, those features significantly improved the precision and recall values for the small class, which represents in our case the spam emails class. Recall rates for C4.5, MLP, Naïve Bayer and Random Forest were also improved by 4%, 25%, 17% and 2% respectively. Precision rates for C4.5, MLP and Random Forest were enhanced by 2%, 13% and 1.5% respectively. Our results showed an overall improvement over all the evaluation measures for all four classifiers by adding malicious related features with the exception of the precision ratio for Naïve Bayes, which was slightly decreased. We can conclude that although the problem is challenging for the classical classifiers due to the imbalance data distribution of the data collected, adding malicious spam related features could improve the learning process of these classifiers in detecting the rare class, which is the emails spam class.
Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated the effect of adding considerable number of malicious related features to the data used for training classical data mining classifiers. Four classifiers including C4.5 decision trees, MLP, Naïve Bayes and Random forests were applied. In order to make the problem more challenging, we trained and tested those classifiers on imbalanced dataset were the spam class forms only 16.5% of the whole data. Evaluation results of the developed classification models showed that adding the malicious related features has significantly improved the ability of the classifiers to detect spam emails.
Future Work
As this work showed the importance of using features related to malicious emails in identifying the spam email in general, more investigation is planned to be done regarding these features. For example, more possible features related to malicious emails could be included in the knowledge base that is used for training spam identification systems. 
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